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Introduction

 Who is using EXFOR ???
 Neutron resonance & ENDF evaluators? Yes!
 Nuclear physicists? May be,  EXFOR is mostly neutron-, light 

particle-induced reactions.  Present research involves heavier 
projectiles, FRIB will have primary U beam with subsequent 
secondary beams after fragmentation on Be target.

 Where EXFOR current content is appealing to nuclear 
scientists? Nuclear astrophysics.

 Now, we should discuss the present status and future 
opportunities in EXFOR.



Changing Landscape

 We know that EXFOR started as neutron-induced reactions 
library and now days it is more charged-particle reaction 
database.

 Why neutron measurements are less frequent than in the 
past? Well, most stable target measurements are already 
done and there is no easy way to prepare a neutron target for 
inverse kinematics measurements.

 At the same time nuclear radioactive beams with liquid proton 
and other targets measurements are booming.

 Nuclear reaction measurements are still very active, however, 
they evolved from stable targets and neutron/proton 
projectiles to more advanced nuclear radioactive beam and 
surrogate measurements.

 Embrace the new methods, do not try to fight it!!!



Missing Data

 There is an opinion out there that EXFOR nearly complete for 
neutron and light charged particles, however, lets us listen to 
EXFOR super users:
• F. Kaeppeler could not believe it and recommended me to 

look at CINDA to verify such statement. I lost the argument!
• S. Mughabghab often conducts his own searches with NSR 

(CINDA is nice but out of data) and Google;  he uses 
EXFOR to find the data, but still reads every article.

 Naohiko indicates that ~30% of charged particles are missing.
 NNDC users are often frustrated by lack of covariance data 

and double differential data in EXFOR vs. publications.
 Is it normal when compiler can make decision which data  to 

compile and which to skip? I know that database scope was 
changing and not everything was compiled in the past.



Missing Data Strategies

 Volume of missing data is high, therefore, it has to be tackled 
in small parts to address research interests one by one, from 
nuclear energy to nuclear astrophysics.

 Broaden EXFOR scope and pick all relevant data.
 We already compiled KaDONiS, Atlas of Neutron Resonances 

data to ensure complete neutron reactions coverage.
 Why not to check Atlas of Neutron Resonances references 

against EXFOR; it was partially done for  KaDONiS.



UNOBTainble Data

 Web Interface often finds entries, however, no data to plot.
 UNOBT Status helps with reporting statistics but brings a very 

little value to EXFOR.
 We should address these entries by digitizing plots!
 Data were mined with EXFOR Web Interface using Reaction-

Accession #:
Area # Total UNOBT UNOBT/Total, %
1 7,342 455 6.2
2 6,789 307 4.5
3 2,973 231 7.8
4 3,020 64 2.1
1-4 20,124 1,057 5.3



EXFOR Compilations

 Story behind the numbers: Important matrix that is used for 
performance estimates of EXFOR compiler.

 Present performance estimate includes only new entries, no 
real motivation to fix problems. Sometimes, required fixes are 
huge but it not affecting your performance!!! We need an 
appropriate  category for significant (not cosmetic) fixes.

 Ultimate responsibility should rest on geography (place of 
measurement), I know that in the past things were compiled 
out of usual order. However, it creates more problems than 
solutions.

 Database ownership is not just compiling entries. It is 
responsibility for its future and handling user relations.



EXFOR Quality Assurance

 Present system is working reasonably well, it catches many 
format-related problems, however, we do not test the data.

 C0884 could pass (NDS IAEA, NRDC, SG 30), but it did not 
pass the users, they caught it. It was coded as (d,X) reaction!!!

 We need users contribution for quality assurance to work.
 EXFOR rookie comment: Observing discussions/arguments 

between Naohiko and Otto. How difficult EXFOR should be, if 
two most qualified people are still discussing the compilation?? 
Sometimes, I think that this is the most difficult database at 
NNDC, just look at the dictionaries.

 Finally, famous Quantity vs. Quality plot from U.S. business 
education: Quantity x Quality = const



User Relations

 EXFOR future is all about addressing the user needs: 
CSEWG, KaDONIS (Germany-Hungary), JINA, NIF (USA). 

 Personal contacts Mughabghab, Kaeppler, Mashink, ….
 Engage higher education, like Prof. Y. Danon at RPI.
 Examples of user requests: 
 NNDC is supporting XML format, M. Herman.
 Compilation of RAW DATA are questioned by many 

physicists and evaluators, the same for TOF data. May be 
these data should not be shown in simple EXFOR retrieval?

 Can we start compiling fragmentation reactions to bring FRIB, 
RIKEN, GSI, GANIL, ISOLDE, … + cosmic rays?



Cooperation with Nuclear Science

 Unpublished thesis by J.L. Kammerdiener (1972). 
 2013 EXFOR compilation #14329, 160+ plots.
 MCNP6 simulations by S. Mashnik (LANL) to test compilation.
 Perhaps EXFOR compilers should proactively look for such 

data in their home institutions?



Public Access to Research Results

 Problems with getting data from researches.
 NSAC Sub-Committee Report: 

http://science.energy.gov/~/media/np/nsac/pdf/docs/NSAC_PA
RR_report_final.pdf

 EXFOR compilers may inquire about such policies in their 
home countries.



Future Cooperation with OSTI

 NNDC is starting cooperation with OSTI on database entry, 
data sets DOI assignments.

 OSTI has a formula for DOI assignment.



Conclusions & Outlook

 EXFOR has bright future at E<1 GeV and it should evolve over 
time:

 Broad base: Much larger than NRDC group of users who 
understand EXFOR well, similar to ENSDF.

 We have to address current research and application needs, 
perhaps look in to nuclear fragmentation reactions, pay more 
attention to nuclear radioactive beams, surrogate reactions.

 Missing data problem will be addressed to satisfy super users 
and nuclear physicists.

 We need new metrics that will encourage compilation of 
incomplete entries.

 We have to start looking for new ideas, approaches and 
formats.


